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This main target of the thesis is to increase the level of reuse done in SoC verification projects. The verification 
takes the biggest amount of time in the project duration. This thesis contains 3 main parts. The first one intro-
duces the reuse in SoC and explains its different dimensions as a literature study. This work is done as a 
background for the next two phases.  

During the second part of this work, a practical example for verification reuse was implemented as a part of a 
SoC project. The reuse was applied vertically, where an IP-level testbench was altered to become reusable, 
then it was reused in a subsystem-level testbench. Additionally, analysis was done in order to know how much 
effort was re-used in the project. Results show that 85% of the code was saved when the reuse was applied. 

Regarding the third part of the thesis, several interviews were conducted with SoC verification experts who 
work at Nokia with a range of experience in the field from 7 to 20 years. These interviews were done in order 
to collect some information about how to improve the reusability in SoC project verification flow. The point from 
these inter-views is to get knowledge from hands-on-experience. The interviewees agreed on the importance 
for applying the reuse in every verification project from the beginning of the project. They also agreed on 
maintaining the hierarchical level of reuse, which means IP-level TB would be a sub-environment of subsys-
tem-level TB and subsystem-level is a sub-environment of SoC-level TB. Moreover, some ideas about the 
future work are introduced here. Those are proposed according to the knowledge gained from the research 
and from the interviews with the experts.  

 
Keywords: System on Chip, reuse, functional verification, IP, subsystem, Systemverilog, UVM, testbench, 
DUT. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Complex digital electronic systems have become ubiquitous. They can be seen every-

where as smart hand watches, computers, smart TVs, smart phones, video games, etc. On 

reality, digital systems have invaded the lives of most of the people. Availability of digital 

systems everywhere drove the need for making them as small as possible, power efficient 

and having lots of functionalities. Accordingly, technology has evolved through the re-

cent years in order to integrate complex digital systems on a tiny chip, and those chips 

are called system on chips (SoCs). [49] 

SoCs are growing in complexity and getting involved in lots of applications, in accord-

ance, their design as well as their verification are getting more challenging [49]. There-

fore, applying concepts such as reusability have become essential in the SoC industry in 

order to accelerate the project time line and to optimize the project’s resources [49]. How-

ever, the reusability sometimes is not applied properly for the sake of the project. This 

work studies the theoretical concepts of reusability in SoC design and verification with 

emphasis on the latter. Then, it seeks for identifying the possible issues that can slow 

down the project flow from reusability perspective. Besides, it gives some practical guide-

lines collected from industry experts, who work at Nokia for applying the reusability in 

ideal SoC verification projects. 

This thesis work is done at Nokia, SoC department in Tampere, Finland. Thesis work was 

done in three phases. For the first phase, a literature review in the area of SoC design and 

verification reuse was conducted. For the second phase, a part of a project was imple-

mented as an example for applying reuse in that SoC verification project. The third phase 

of the thesis is documenting some interviews were conducted with verification experts. 

Those interviews were done in order to collect information from years of hands-on-expe-

rience and those kinds of information are hard to collect from scientific papers as they are 

industry related, which means that most of the work done in the companies is not pub-

lished in international conferences or books. 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the general SoC project flow in 

an organization. It also emphasizes on the details of the SoC verification flow. Addition-

ally, it discusses the economics of the SoC organizations. Chapter 3 gives an introduction 

to the meaning of reusability in general, the reusability metrics, and how did it start to be 

applied in SoC projects with emphasis on verification reuse. It discusses the concepts 

applied for design reuse and mentions the different general reuse paradigms. Besides, it 

introduces the reusability in SoC verification projects and how to empower the reusability 

in SoC verification. Moreover, it gives some information based on research about the 



economics of reuse. Chapter 4 illustrates a documentation for a project that is conducted 

at Nokia, which is considered as a case study for applying reusability in SoC verification. 

Chapter 4 is considered as the core and the practical implementation of this work. In 

chapter 5, an analysis for the work that has been done in chapter 4 is conducted in order 

to show the benefits of the work. Furthermore, interviews for verification experts were 

documented in questions and answers. At the end of that chapter, some improvement 

ideas are introduced for the future work based on the conducted research, the work expe-

rience gained from implementing this work, and the interviews done with the experts. 

Chapter 6 gives a conclusion for this thesis.  
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2. INTRODUCTION TO SOC FLOW 

SoC is basically an electronic chip, which contains complex electronic systems. An elec-

tronic system is a group of electronic components where they are interacted altogether to 

form a unified entity in order to perform a dedicated functionality. This system could be 

a smart phone or an application specific system such as a Bluetooth chip inside a mobile 

phone. Typical SoC design contains embedded processors, memory blocks, hardware ac-

celerators, analog blocks such as analog to digital converters, digital to analog converters 

(ADCs and DACs) and a phase locked loop (PLL), communication protocols, inputs and 

outputs (I/Os) and other electronic components as shown in Figure 2.1. An example of a 

SoC components. A SoC subsystem is a group of individual electronic blocks, which are 

combined to form a specific functionality. The subsystem should be configurable. SoC 

can have integrated complex subsystems together on the same integrated circuit (IC). 

Very large scale integration (VLSI) is the process of making the IC by integrating multi-

ple electronic systems on the same chip. A SoC product creation requires engineers from 

different and interdisciplinary backgrounds. For example, the same SoC project has dig-

ital designers, analog and mixed-signal designers, software engineers, embedded systems 

engineers and hardware verification engineers. Having this variety of fields in the same 

project, it is recommended for the engineers to have a background in different fields. 

[31][1] 

 

Figure 2.1. An example of a SoC components. 



There are two approaches to implement a SoC. The first one is on a field programmable 

gate array (FPGA). The second one is on Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). 

FPGA is a reconfigurable chip that could implement an application, then it could be re-

configured to perform another application. Regarding ASIC design, the IC is designed 

for a task, then it is fabricated, and its hardware could not be modified after fabrication. 

Both FPGA and ASIC design have their advantages and disadvantages. At the beginning 

of an IC project, the system architects decide whether they will use FPGAs or ASICs 

according to the project resources. Those decisions are based on some metrics such as: 

the cost of the product, the area, the performance, and the power consumption. [32] [34]  

There are multiple benefits to have large system on a single chip. An example for con-

ventional systems could be the discrete electronic chips that are connected on a Printed 

Circuit Board (PCB). The cost of the product is relatively reduced as there are no multiple 

chips for each subsystem to be assembled. Moreover, the inter-component latency among 

the connected blocks in the chip is relatively low. Additionally, the operating frequency 

for the system could be higher comparing to the conventional systems used before the 

SoC. Two pictures for different version of a phone with similar functionality are shown 

in Figure 2.2. The lower one is more modern than the upper one. This comparison is to 

show that large scale integration leads to much fewer components used on the same board. 

[33] 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Shows the difference between a modern and an old cell phone in terms of 

the effect of the large-scale integration[33]. 
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2.1 Abstraction layers of SoC design 

In IC area, abstraction means the amount of information that is hidden within an entity. 

Understanding the importance of each abstraction layer as well as the differences among 

them is important. The upper levels of abstraction are hiding more implementation details 

than the lower levels of abstraction. According to the increasing complexity of the digital 

systems, many abstraction layers are generally used through the design cycle. Those main 

levels of abstraction in digital design flow are:  

1- Specification and architecture level. 

2- Algorithm level.  

3- Register Transfer Level (RTL).  

4- Gate level. 

5- Transistor level. [38][34]  

The specification level explains the main functionality of the chip. It defines its inputs 

and outputs. The architecture level specifies the main resources and the major connections 

of the chip. It also defines its expected performance. [38][34] 

At the algorithm level of abstraction, the functionality of the system is implemented in a 

high-level language. No details regarding the design are mentioned in this abstraction 

layer. Usually considerations for timing and performance are taken into account at this 

level. The implemented algorithm is usually used for verification purposes as a reference 

model against the synthesized design. [38][34] 

In RTL, the logic functionality of the system with bit-level accuracy is described in a 

hardware description language (HDL).  There are two widely used HDLs in this level of 

abstraction; VHDL and Verilog. The RTL designers implements the design in the form 

of finite state machines and logic description. RTL implementation has to be synthesiza-

ble. A synthesizable code means that the synthesis tool can translate it into real logic 

gates, registers or memories. However, RTL implementation is technology independent. 

In some cases, RTL implementation is technology depended if the HDL code instantiates 

some technology specific logic blocks such as memories or interfaces. [38][34] 

Gate level abstraction layer describes the design in real logic gates. These logic gates are 

generated through a synthesis tool. The synthesis tool takes 3 inputs, the RTL code, the 

design constraints and the technology files. Therefore, this level of abstraction is technol-

ogy dependent. [38][34] 

Transistor level is the lowest abstraction layer of the VLSI design. It shows how the gates 

are physically implemented on the transistor level. This level comes after the layout pro-

cess of the gate level design. [38] [34] 



In digital systems, there are Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools that are respon-

sible for automating the whole process starting from RTL till physical implementation to 

the transistor level. [38][34] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Digital design levels of abstraction. [37][36][35] 
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2.2 SoC development flow 

SoC product cycle starts from the customer requirements. The customer could be either 

from the same organization or external. The specification could be documented after the 

customer requirements are collected. The architect then decides how the design will be 

implemented, so that it meets the specification. Design initial specification may evolve 

during the development process. Accordingly, the implementation and the verification 

engineers should be ready for these changes in the specification. [38] 

Design entry into a digital system would be using, either RTL code or schematic design 

via connecting ready to use logic blocks. After that comes the logic synthesis step. In this 

step, a logic synthesis tool takes the HDL code as an input to generate a netlist. The netlist 

is the interpretation of the logic components and how they are connected. Then, the 

backend part of the process comes, where the design is placed and routed on the silicon 

die. EDA tools play an important role in the process. They estimate the chip area, the 

timing and the power consumption. After that, the design is either fabricated if the taken 

approach is ASIC or executed on FPGA if the design approach is FPGA. Then the design 

is tested before it is delivered to the customer. [38] 

According to Figure 2.4. SoC flow stages starting from customer requirements till chip 

fabrication [10], there is one critical phase in the SoC flow that was not mentioned earlier, 

which is the functional verification. Functional verification is a major challenge in SoC 

flow. Design might not proceed from frontend to backend until it is functionally verified. 

Functional verification has many detailed steps will be discussed later in this chapter. 

However, the main roles for functional verification are: to ensure that RTL is working 

according to specification of the design and to ensure that the designers did not miss any 

corner case, while implementing the functionality. Detection of wrong or missing func-

tionality is a challenging task in nowadays complex systems. Therefore, verification en-

gineers are part and parcel of the SoC development team. [10] 

After chip fabrication, samples of the chip are sent to the design company and the product 

is packaged and tested with real life scenarios and applications. Some companies fabricate 

their own chips. Usually, the corner cases that are missed at the functional verification 

stage, should be discovered by the testing environment. Then, a feedback is sent to the 

designers to make the fixes, then the chip is refabricated, and this happens occasionally. 

Those bugs that are found at this stage cost a lot of money as well as time. To avoid this, 

extra effort and techniques should be done at the functional verification stage. [10] 



 

Figure 2.4. SoC flow stages starting from customer requirements till chip fabrication 

[10]. 

2.3 SoC verification flow 

2.3.1 Verification goals 

Verification is an essential stage of the SoC project and takes most of its time [12]. Hence, 

verification needs to have a strategy to illustrate how the verification goals will be met. 

Functional verification is done independently of the design development. And it is pre-

ferred that it is done simultaneously with the design. Verification engineers work in the 

project is recommended to start from the first day just like the design engineers.  

Strategic goals of the verification project are: 

 To ensure that the design matches the specification. 

 To give high predictability for the verification activities through the pro-

ject, hence, the project schedules could be met. 

 To provide clear and practical verification cycles. 

In order to obtain a specification matching design, it is essential for the verification engi-

neers to understand the design features. Therefore, there should be a link between the 
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verification activities through the test plan and the design features. Accordingly, verifi-

cation management for the project should be considered to address those goals. [14] 

2.3.2 Verification management 

Verification management is providing a structure for the verification flow starting from 

the planning, until the verification results. Design features consist of the design require-

ments and the characteristics. Those features are linked with the verification coverage 

metrics. The verification flow loop could be closed according to some good coverage 

results corresponding to the verification plan. According to this way, the verification flow 

could give an indication about the verification status. A visual example for verification 

management flow is shown in Figure 2.5. [39] 

2.3.2.1 Feature collection 

Feature collection is the first step in the verification flow. The design requirements are 

collected to form the verification plan. Feature collection could be interpreted as a hier-

archical task. Design features are typically more detailed than the design requirements, 

hence, one requirement could be linked to multiple features. For quality assurance pur-

poses, design requirements should be linked with relevant test cases for each feature. [39] 

2.3.2.2 Verification plan 

Verification plan is considered as the essential working document in verification man-

agement flow. Typically, verification plan is a document, which contains the design fea-

tures. Moreover, verification plan should have the test cases with their description. There 

should be a category division in terms of verification solution for each feature according 

to its category so that the plan becomes clear and organized. For example: simulation, 

formal verification, and emulation. Those divisions give an intuition about the verifica-

tion status and coverage. This process basically forms a feedback loop for verification 

flow. This loop is named back annotation. Basically, block level features are verified at 

their block level testbench, while top level features are verified at their top level testbench 

as well. However, it is important to understand that sometimes, block level features could 

be transferred to top level. Moreover, some block level features are combined together to 

form some features that are observable only on top level. [39][40] [43] 

2.3.2.3 Verification plan back annotation 

Typical verification tools generate simulation logs, coverage reports, and waveforms. 

Back annotation is done by verification management tool, since it takes those logs and 

coverage reports as inputs. Then, the back annotation tool generates information that 

could be inserted to an excel spread sheet. [43] 

2.3.2.4 Coverage  

Coverage is essential for function verification since it gives annotation about the state and 

the maturity of the design. Coverage has different metrics and each of them are important 



in the verification flow. These metrics are code coverage, functional coverage and test 

case coverage. Verification tools aid the verification engineers to extract those coverage 

metrics. [40] 

Code coverage is generated automatically by verification tools, it gives an indication 

about how much of code is executed during the testing. Types of code coverage are line, 

toggle, statement, Finite State Machine (FSM) coverage. According to the project flow, 

top level integration may not care about the coverage of each block inside the system, 

since each block should have its own code coverage. Coverage types used in the project 

should be defined at the project verification strategy. The project should target 100% 

coverage because it gives a high confidence on the design maturity and its verification.  

[39][41] 

Functional coverage is an explicit and essential coverage metric [39]. It checks how much 

of the design functionality is exercised. It could be done manually or by the aid of some 

EDA tools. It could also be done using Systemverilog language by implementing either 

Systemverilog Covergroups [23] or Systemverilog Assertions (SVA) coverage property 

[42]. Covergroups target measuring the coverage by choosing signals in the design, while 

coverage property is a temporal type of measurement. Therefore, it exercises the design 

at a certain period of time.  

Test case coverage is how much of the implemented test cases are passing through the 

regression testing [41]. Regression testing is the procedure of running the same test set 

through the design repetitively to make sure that the design’s behaviour is as expected. 

Test case coverage can be annotating to the test plan to keep tracking of the pass rate of 

the current tests.  

Coverage closure should be finalized by the verification team when the following mile-

stones are reached: 

1- All the design features are implemented in RTL.  

2- Design features are verified according to the verification plan.  

3- Proper analysis for functional and code coverage close to 100%. 

4- Consecutive amount of clean regressions. [39] 

To sum up, coverage should be tracked through the verification process in order to main-

tain visibility of verification progress. To preserve high quality of verification, all cover-

age metrics need to be considered through the verification cycle.  
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Figure 2.5. An example to illustrate the verification management flow. 

2.3.3 Simulation 

Design simulation is an essential step in the verification flow. Usually, the simulation 

tools abstract the design model, in accordance, the testbench and the verification method-

ology could be used regardless the design model approach. [10] 

2.3.3.1 RTL Simulation 

The simulation configurations are usually a combination or design models such as 

memory model or processor model and a real RTL design. Therefore, there is a probabil-

ity of risk that the design’s behaviour on silicon would be different from simulation. Gate-

level simulation and Power Aware RTL simulation are used to give more realistic results 

than just the RTL simulation. [10] 



2.3.3.2 Power aware RTL Simulation 

Power reduction techniques are used in complex SoCs to achieve the power requirements 

specified by the product. It is important for verification to ensure that power structures 

like isolation cells do not affect the functionality. Unified Power Format (UPF) enables 

verification with power structures to decide the power consumption. Simulator could sim-

ulate the DUT with UPF so that functionality of the design with power structures could 

be verified. [44] 

2.3.3.3 Gate Level Simulation 

Gate Level Simulation (GLS) is used to verify Static Timing Analysis (STA) constraints 

and synthesis results. According to the complexity of GLS, not all the tests could be cov-

ered as in RTL simulation. Therefore, the test sets that run on GLS level should be chosen 

carefully. Asynchronous clock domain crossing data paths are good candidates for run-

ning GLS. [38]  

2.3.3.4 Gate Level Power Aware Simulation 

Power aware gate level implementation could be covered in GLS. Netlist includes syn-

thesized power specific cells. Therefore, netlist could be combined with UPF power re-

quirements. [44] 

2.4 SoC economics  

There are numerous advantages of designing a SoC. Systems are smaller, faster, consum-

ing less power and are portable. They are more secure than discrete components on a 

board, since reverse-engineering a chip is much more difficult. On the other side, the 

number of transistors per chip is increasing according to Moore’s law, hence, chips are 

getting more complex. Accordingly, semiconductor fabrication has become advanced as 

processes are becoming more precise and demanding. For example, millions of dollars 

can be consumed for making the mask sets used in chip manufacturing. [46] 

As discussed earlier that SoC products could be delivered on two forms: ASIC and FPGA. 

When talking about cost analysis of a SoC project, then there is a need to discuss the cost 

trade-off between ASIC and FPGA. 

FPGAs have limited resources and technology limitations. On the other hand, FPGAs are 

relatively cheap in some cases and they have faster time to market than ASICs. In another 

meaning, FPGAs have the least non-recurring cost. If the product is targeting high volume 

production, then ASICs are cheaper after certain number of chips are productized. Be-

cause in ASICs the most expensive part is to get the first chip fabricated and tested. Once 

it is done, the design cost will be divided on the number of the chips. Figure 2.6 illustrates 

the break-even volume point where the decision can be made whether the system is 

cheaper to be implemented on ASIC or on FPGA. [34][38] 
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Figure 2.6. Shows break-even volume point where the cost of FPGA and ASIC are 

alike. 

In SoC companies there are different categories of costs such as fixed costs, variable costs 

and time to market costs. Fixed costs are the initial costs of the project that will have to 

be spent regardless of the technology used [16]. Those costs contain the productive as 

well as the non-productive work that is done during the product cycle such as: technical 

and non-technical trainings for engineers. EDA tools and hardware related facilities are 

also considered as fixed costs. Furthermore, the costs of the project’s employees and their 

productivity are part of the fixed costs. While variable costs depend on the amount of the 

sold products and they proportionally correlated to them [16]. Regarding time to market 

cost, it could be interpreted as the profit loss before the product is available at the market 

[47]. If the product delivery is late, there could be penalties on the company. Moreover, 

the amount of sold products could be decreased comparing to other competitors, either in 

those products or in the future products as the company’s reputation will be affected. 

Hence, this aspect is critical at any product development.  

 

 

 



3. REUSE IN SOC 

In the last few decades, the amount of the transistors on chip have increased from one up 

to millions since the first IC was invented [17]. Therefore, the VLSI community has been 

growing very fast [7]. Accordingly, not only design reuse, but also, verification reuse 

come as effective solutions for the VLSI companies to accelerate the product develop-

ment time [1]. The purpose of that is to follow the pace of the fast competition in the 

VLSI market and to maintain a scalable direction towards boosting the VLSI products 

[1].  

3.1 General reuse paradigms. 

Reusability is a general method that could be employed either in SoC design or verifica-

tion. It allows the utilization of various design intellectual properties (IPs) as well as their 

testbenches in multiple IPs, systems or electronic chips. The same concept of design reuse 

implies while talking about the verification and this concept is known as “create once, 

use in many places”. [12] 

The concept of reuse is considered as one of the important practices that does not only 

enhance the quality of SoC design and verification but also, decrease the time to market. 

There are some reusability dimensions to be considered when applying the reuse in any 

SoC project. [12] 

One of the widely used dimensions for not only design reuse, but also, for verification 

reuse is the horizontal reuse. Horizontal reuse is indicated when the reusable component 

is used multiple times at the same level of hierarchy. A simple illustrative example is 

shown in Figure 3.1. Component A is horizontally reused in different chips., where one 

unique unit could be employed in many other places at the same level of hierarchy. For 

example, reusable component A is used in multiple chips. [10]

Component A

Component B Component CComponent A

Component A

Component A

Chip X Chip Y

 

Figure 3.1. Component A is horizontally reused in different chips. 
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Another reusability dimension that is widely used, especially, in the same project is 

named vertical reuse. It means that the reusable component could be employed across the 

higher levels of hierarchy. This paradigm, as well as horizontal reuse leverage what has 

been done in the project and helps in optimizing the project resources. Those reuse di-

mensions are explained in detail in 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. [10] 

3.1.1 Horizontal reuse. 

Horizontal reuse basically means that the code is reused without changing the role of the 

component [29]. There are various perspectives for the concept of horizontal reuse. 

Therefore, there are different levels of complexities to be manipulated. SoC engineers 

usually employ the horizontal reuse in different scopes [10] [29]. Those scopes are as the 

following:  

 Reuse through components.  

 Reuse through multiple chips. 

 Reuse through different organizations. 

Regarding the reusability across the units, it is done within the same chip. It has the most 

limited scope among the others. This implies that the functionality of this component 

should be well understood by the team that uses it. [10] 

For the second reusability scope, where the component is reused across multiple chips. 

And that indicates that the scope is extended to the whole organization use. In this case, 

there are different teams working on various chips using the same component. Accord-

ingly, a good convention for reusability in the organization is a possible solution for 

avoiding any possible conflicts. For example, those conflicts could happen due to the 

functional requirements or the project schedules. [10] 

Concerning the reusability through different organization, which is considered as the wid-

est and the most generic scope for reusability. In this case, the reusable component is 

designed to be generic in order to support the intended interfaces or communication pro-

tocols. This kind of component is called third party IP. [10] 

EDA vendors support a wide variety of IPs. Additionally, there are many business models 

around the world based on supporting reusable IPs to SoC organizations. These IP ven-

dors support their customers with high quality, well documented and easy to utilize prod-

ucts. [10] 

To conclude, the concept of horizontal reuse could save time, in accordance, money. 

However, it has its own challenges that the team leads, engineers and IP vendors need to 

consider carefully before applying it.  



3.1.2 Vertical reuse. 

Vertical reuse means that the component’s code is reused with a change in its role. The 

concept of vertical reuse is important while performing the subsystem-level or SoC-level 

design or verification. Because from this perspective, the sub-system level engineers 

could utilize the already implemented components from the lower levels of hierarchy, 

such as module or IP-level designs or testbenches. [10] 

The main target of vertical reuse from verification perspective is to avoid the redundancy 

of verifying the same functionality and not covering the corner cases. Instead, make the 

best out of each possible work that was done earlier in the project. Starting from the ver-

ification plan until the test case level. [10] 

In general, recently, the components have been developed to be reused. This reusability 

feature could be either horizontal or vertical reuse. At this point, the terms of “reusable 

IP or reusable testbench” were shown up. The development of the reusable IP or its 

testbench for the standard blocks would save resources, time as well as money. [14] 

To sum up, it takes time and effort to build a reusable IP or testbench. Yet, some organi-

zations just buy a ready-made IP or testbench from some third-party IP vendors. It might 

seem expensive at the beginning. However, it will save different design and verification 

teams from implementing the same components again for each project. Additionally, 

these third-party reusable IPs are developed for reusability in high quality. Accordingly, 

probably the end user team would spend much more time to develop this kind of IP or 

testbench from scratch. [14] 

3.2 Design reuse. 

Design reuse means that the same circuit can be used again in different projects. Design 

reuse occurs in the different levels of the ASIC design flow. It could be in the RTL state, 

the synthesis or the backend stage of the design flow[1]. Figure 3.2 is an illustrative ex-

ample of a SoC, which contains wide variety of electronic components in the same design. 
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Figure 3.2. An illustrative figure of connected IPs and peripherals in a SoC [11]. 

Throughout the first few years of the evolution of the SoC, the SoC designs used to in-

clude standard computing processors as well as variant on-chip communication buses 

according to the designer’s expertise. Accordingly, IP cores had to be integrated with the 

rest of the blocks through different bus architectures for every single time these IP cores 

need to be integrated in a novel design. Afterwards, the IP core libraries have become 

known as a part of the ASIC capabilities. This has established the idea of the design reuse, 

in accordance, has increased the growth of the IP core libraries that could be used in the 

ASIC technology. Nevertheless, using the IP core libraries as a part and a parcel of the 

ASIC technology was not an easy task. Besides, it made such an influential dramatic 

change in the VLSI industry. [15] 

3.2.1 IP definition. 

The development process of the IP does not differ a lot from any engineering problem, as 

it has essentially the same steps to identify and to solve. By analogy, we find that engi-

neers usually deal with the relatively complex problems by applying the concept of divide 

and conquer. Moreover, complex problems are usually analysed from up to bottom ap-

proach. Then again, in the implementation phase, from the bottom up. Just like the IP 

design flow. [2] 

The shape of an IP as a product could have different forms. Each form depends on the 

needs of the customers and the capabilities of the IP vendors. There are mainly three 

flavours known when delivering an IP product: soft IP core, firm IP core and hard IP core. 



Each one has a form and there are some trade-offs among them that are explained below 

and in Figure 3.3. [6] 

 Soft IP cores are like a white-box design, which means that the customer 

of the IP has a full accessibility of the RTL of the design. This gives a 

strong advantage for the user for the reusability and flexibility in order to 

adjust the design or adding extra functionality to the IP. However, there is 

not absolute guarantee that the timing or the power metrics will be very 

accurate.  

 Firm IP cores provide a generic design that has flexible parameters to set. 

This gives the users of this IP the advantage for optimizing the IP accord-

ing to the application’s needs. This type of IP gives a compromise between 

the soft and the hard IP. It has some flexibility that gives the designer more 

control on the performance of the design than the soft IP. However, it 

makes it more portable than the hard IP.  

 Hard IP cores are well optimized designs, that are delivered in a fixed lay-

out form for a dedicated application, which explains the definition of a 

black-box circuit. Hard IP has the highest performance comparing to the 

other types of IPs, which give it a strong advantage. Yet, it costs more. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. A simple graph illustrates a comparison among the different flavors of 

IPs. 

3.2.2 IP integration in a SoC design. 

The SoC project usually consists of a variety of different blocks. For instance: micropro-

cessor cores, software drivers, bus interfaces, clock generators, communication protocols, 

application specific IPs, memories and memory controllers. According to this collection 
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of hardware and software components, reusability plays a significant role here in the pro-

cess of integrating those components into one chip. Hence, at this stage of the project, the 

top-level integration team’s role starts to become significant. Especially, when they de-

cide to select the blocks that have the reuse capabilities. [9] [6] 

There are several factors that play a role in choosing which collection of the IPs will be 

used. Those factors are: documentation quality, well-done verification environment for 

each block and the usability of the block. As long as the SoC components are designed 

for reusability and are well documented, the integration process will be just as simple as 

possible. [9][6] 

 Even though the components could have a very optimized performance, low area and 

low power consumption, it would be very difficult to integrate them because they were 

not designed for easier reuse. They are just designed as some standalone blocks as if they 

will be isolated. [9][6] 

3.2.3 Special considerations for IP reuse. 

The cycle of an IP core design is as challenging as the ASIC design. The IP designers 

must perform the same steps they used to do in the custom designs. IP is usually integrated 

among and adopted by standard products. Conducting an IP design flow in order to be-

come reusable properly in an SoC design, requires a dedicated well studied methodology. 

This is due to the strong need for a ready marvellous amount of IP cores to be used directly 

in SoC projects without spending time on them. [6] 

The process of hardware IP reuse has many challenges and it is not as straight forward as 

the case in its counterpart (software reuse). This is because of many aspects: firstly, the 

IP must be homogenous with the other IPs on the same chip. Secondly, hardware tech-

nology changes according to Moore’s law [7]. Thirdly, many IPs could have the same 

functionality with different flavours in the performance, area, or power consumption. [2] 

Establishing the concept of IP reuse in an organization needs to be well studied and needs 

more time to be invested in it. Because this will lead the organization to save much time, 

hence, money in their future, if they just inherit the concept of reusability in their projects. 

The process of reusability needs to be taken carefully into account in the organizations. 

Hence, the VLSI organizations should also have their skilful engineers to cover the whole 

IP development cycle. These skills include specification writing, RTL design, logic syn-

thesis and layout design. [6] 

The purpose of spending time to develop reusable IPs is to increase the productivity of 

the ready to use IPs. That is because the customers of the IP vendors don’t have time to 

solve the design issues. Moreover, they don’t have the resources or the expertise to handle 



each single IP.  To sum up, this is the point of the whole idea of the reusable IP develop-

ment, is to consume time, hence, money and to increase the productivity of the SoCs. [6]  

3.3 VERIFICATION REUSE  

SoC verification is mainly divided into different levels of hierarchy: module level verifi-

cation, IP-level verification, subsystem-level and system-level verification. [10] 

Regarding the lower levels of hierarchy such as module and IP verification, the concen-

tration is mainly on ensuring that all the functionality of this module or IP is working as 

specifications. While for the higher level of abstractions such as subsystem or system-

level verification, the focus is on maintaining correct interaction among the blocks and 

ensuring the proper connectivity among the connected units. [10] 

Different directions for verification reuse could be considered from the increasing level 

of integration complexity perspective, for example [22]:  

1- Code reuse from module or IP level to subsystem or SoC-level in the same project. 

2- Code reuse from one project to another project in the future that is based on the 

first-generation project, but with extra features. 

3- From one project to totally different projects with different possible variants. 

Each direction of those verification reuse paths, could be applied using different ap-

proaches. Firstly, an original code could be copied as it is and pasted as a new independent 

component. Secondly, an original code could be modified to add or to remove new fea-

tures. There is a possibility to combine those paths and approaches for reuse. [22]  

Initiative for spending effort on verification reuse should be started from the management 

in the first place. Then a combination of managing version control system as well as pro-

jects’ schedules have to be taken into consideration. [22] 

Generally, the verification environment for any component either on the IP-level or the 

system-level, share the same essential components that must exist in any verification en-

vironment. Those basic verification components are usually: the stimulus components, 

the transactions’ components, the scoreboard components, the monitor components and 

the checking components. [12] 

3.3.1 Importance of verification reuse 

Verification reuse means that the same verification component or verification environ-

ment is utilized again either in the same project or in another project. Verification reuse 

involves reusing the code for the possible verification components such as monitors, 

scoreboards, test cases, assertions, bus-functional models (BFMs), scripts and coverage 

analysis. [19] 
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Verification reuse comes as one important paradigm to solve this bottle neck in the VLSI 

development process. This is because verification reuse does not only accelerate the prod-

uct development cycle, but also, enhances the quality of verifying the complex SoCs. 

[12][22] 

Typically, verification reuse significantly decreases the verification environment’s con-

struction effort. Additionally, it has other benefits such as: 

1- Improving the verification quality, hence, the product quality. 

2- Reducing the project’s human resources needs. 

3- Decreasing the communication protocols knowledge threshold needed for verifi-

cation engineers compared to the knowledge needed in case of no verification 

reuse is applied. [19] 

Verification reuse has become an important element in the verification flow. This is in 

order to leverage the verification effort that has been exerted previously in the earlier 

projects. Verification reuse has to be one task for the system level verification engineers 

to take care of. The more components need to be reused, the more effort and special con-

sideration should be exerted. Knowing before that the verification takes the biggest 

amount of the SoC project development’s time and effort. Verification reuse has become 

strongly recommended in every SoC project. [12] [22] 

3.3.2 Universal Verification Methodology. 

Verification languages such as: e, Vera and System Verilog are powerful tools to build a 

verification environment. However, building a verification environment from scratch in 

every project is cumbersome and not efficient. This is because there are always parts of 

the environment that could be reused in the future projects. Nonetheless, there is no stand-

ard way to make this code reuse efficient. Verification components of any verification 

environment are written differently via different verification engineers; therefore, those 

components might not be compatible. [24] 

Verification methodologies were introduced not only to identify a common platform for 

testbench design, but also, to enable the reuse capabilities in those platforms. Verification 

methodologies consist of some guidelines for building verification environments. Those 

guidelines enable building the testbenches in an organized way so that most of the com-

ponents could be reused. Additionally, those methodologies provide some libraries for 

common functionalities. [26] 

Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) was introduced and standardized in 2011 as 

a platform for enabling reuse in building verification environments. UVM is a class li-

brary implemented in System Verilog. UVM is composed of different verification com-

ponents, which are hierarchically built. UVM has an advantage of having a structured 



testbench, which enables the reusability of the testbench’s verification components. Even 

the verification environment for simple DUT could be integrated as an agent to build a 

testbench for a subsystem testbench, which could be integrated to build the SoC level 

verification environment. [10][20][25] 

UVM testbench architecture includes user-defined components, which are inherited from 

base classes from UVM library. Every verification component is constructed in build 

phase by using the UVM factory method. An example for this architecture is shown in 

Figure 3.4. This architecture contains a UVM environment, which contains agents that 

work as interfaces, monitors, drivers, coverage collector, sequencers and a scoreboard. 

[2] 

 

Figure 3.4. An example for UVM testbench architecture. [2] 

3.3.3 VIP definition, requirements, and importance. 

Verification IP (VIP) consists of verification components that are used in the testbench 

for a specific design. Mostly, VIP is made for checking the standard communication pro-

tocols and interfaces to enable the verification engineer to ensure its correctness.  

By analogy, we could notice that VIP is inherited from the same concept of design IP. As 

mentioned earlier VLSI systems have become more of multiple components that are in-

tegrated into a single SoC. This SoC contains standard components, such as microproces-

sors and communication protocols. Likewise, VIP is a part of the testbench intended for 
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accelerating the process of verifying the whole SoC. VIPs are used to facilitate the veri-

fication of those standard IPs in the system. Additionally, a VIP is a reusable component 

in a testbench just like the design IP in a SoC design.   

Internal verification teams in a SoC organization support ready-to-use VIPs for various 

SoC projects. In addition, similar to commercial standard IPs, VIP could be delivered by 

some third-party vendors. 

Verification components of a typical testbench that could be altered to cope with the re-

usability requirements are shown in Figure 3.4: Bus functional models (BFMs), monitors, 

scoreboards and functional coverage collection components. [19] 

BFM is an essential component in a testbench. BFM is responsible for the signal level 

interface between the testbench and the DUT signal. BFM is basically driving the DUT 

signals with the data as shown in the agent in Figure 3.4. It contains a sequence driver 

that passes the data generated from the testbench's data generator. In order to reuse it, it 

has to be self-contained, which means that it does not depend on the project. The stimulus 

should be interacted with the DUT through some common drivers. Accordingly, the ver-

ification component has become more reusable as well as the VIP. [19][22]  

A monitor is defined as a verification component that simply observes the interaction 

through the interface. It is a key component in any testbench structure. It has to be inde-

pendent and self-contained. Each monitor could be only responsible for a single interface. 

Monitors exist by default in the IP-level testbench, this IP is usually integrated with other 

IPs to establish the subsystem, which establishes the SoC. Therefore, it is important for 

the monitors to be reused in order to be able to observe the interfaces of the modules or 

IPs. [19] [22] 

Scoreboard is the verification component, which checks the correctness of the data, pre-

dicts and stores it. Unlike the monitor, it checks the data, not the protocols. This detach-

ment of those tasks is practical for reusability purposes. Additionally, it makes verifica-

tion simpler to implement. [19] [23] 

Functional or feature coverage collection component gives an information about which 

design features are tested. This element is an important to give the verification engineer 

an indication about the verification status of the project. It has to be independent in order 

to facilitate reusability. It could be reused in the subsystem-level testbench from the IP or 

module-level testbench. [19] 

Having a reusable VIP requires some prerequisites that are recommended for better veri-

fication components reuse [19]. Those requirements are: 

1- Having the capability to be integrated with different environments. 



2- Having the ability to be instantiated multiple times, either independently or within 

a verification environment. 

3- Having the capability to be configured differently for each instance. 

4- Being reusable at various levels of integration. 

5- Having a clear documentation. 

Verification of SoCs takes around 70% of the effort exerted in a SoC product cycle. Hav-

ing this large portion of the product resources belong to verification, it makes it visible 

that verification reuse is almost as important as design reuse or even more important. 

Therefore, verification reuse has become an efficient solution to reduce the time to market 

and to increase the number of produced SoCs. Hence, VIP is taken into use inside SoC 

projects to enable reusability of complex IPs. [18] 

Recently, commercial VIPs have become generic in order to enable the reuse capabilities 

in the IPs. They are providing high configurability, high level of verification quality by 

having: random stimulus generators, temporal checking, functional coverage aspects and 

reusable stimulus scenarios. [18] 

Recent modern design IPs have the ability to target the complex functionality of the de-

sign, the generic configurations, the performance and area trade-off and, more interest-

ingly, the continual design adjustments through the product cycle. Basically, the notion 

of having a thoroughly reconfigurable VIP is inherited from the concept of the configu-

rable design IP as mentioned earlier. Accordingly, this emphasizes leveraging the config-

urable design IP capabilities. [18] 

To conclude, practical reuse of design IPs needs a methodology and defined requirements 

for VIP vendors to deal with the verification challenges that are associated with the con-

stant changes in the IP cores. VIPs play an important role in leveraging the capabilities 

of the widely configurable design IPs. Moreover, having reusable VIPs does not only help 

in enhancing the verification quality of the IPs, but also, eases the subsystem or system-

level integration and verification. [18]  

3.3.4 IP-level verification environment reuse. 

The purpose of the IP level test plan is to cover all of the design specification. In addition, 

to cover all the corner cases. A corner case is a situation that occurs outside the ordinary 

working conditions. While the purpose of the system level test plan is to verify that all 

the internal IPs are properly connected. Besides, to assure that the interfaces between 

them are working according to their specification. Moreover, to check behaviour of the 

system with different clock domains. Another purpose, is to ensure that the use cases for 

the customer are working correctly and matching the architecture specifications. [29][14] 
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In many projects, the specification writing, and the implementation of the IPs are done 

concurrently. Hence, the integration of the IPs to create the subsystem occurs in almost 

the same time. Here comes the problem from verification point of view. Given limited 

resources to the organization, one question shows up. Should there be two complex veri-

fication environments, one for the IP and another for the subsystem? [14] 

The increasing demand for having IP-level testbench cannot be missed, while on the sys-

tem or the subsystem-level, it cannot be skipped either. However, verifying standalone 

IPs cost less effort, time and money than verifying multiple connected IPs. Having this 

fact, the vertical reuse comes out to play a significant role to solve this dilemma. It main-

tains a well-structured IP-level testbench with high coverage scope. While having the 

needed system or subsystem-level testbench that is built based on reusing verification 

components from the other testbenches. [14] 

Vertical reuse emphasizes on building of the basic verification components so that they 

could be used in either the IP-level or the sub-system level testbenches. It stresses on the 

efficient use of the available resources. Moreover, there have to be properly written guide-

lines for developing each component in order to leverage it in any project. For example, 

the names of the global variables have to be chosen carefully, the global defines, the ge-

neric parameters and the component names. [29][14] 

When developing a verification component, there are some aspects that should be con-

sidered. Basically, the verification component could be composed of two main divisions, 

active components and passive components [29]. The passive components are: the score-

boards, the monitors, the assertions and the coverage. The active components include the 

stimulus agents and the drivers. In this essence, we can conclude that the passive compo-

nents don’t affect the path or the generation of the stimuli. [29] [14] [30] 

In the following figures Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, an illustration of how a top-level ver-

ification environment could leverage the block-level’s verification environment. Block A 

has its own verification environment, which is a typical verification environment that has 

its passive and active verification components to verify block A. Then, in the top-level 

design, block A’s environment could be reused in order to facilitate the top-level verifi-

cation. Input stimulus for block A is driven from top-level verification environment 

through block A’s reused verification environment. Block A’s environment is used in 

passive mode, which means that the scoreboards, the monitors, the interfaces and the 

coverage collectors are enabled. Hence, all the passive components are reused in order to 

support the top-level verification as a part of its verification environment. 

  



 

Figure 3.5. Block level verification environment [30]. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Top verification environment reuses block-level environment [30]. 
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3.4 Documentation. 

There is no doubt that a good documentation for any kind of component or project is 

something advantageous for any VLSI organization. However, when we take reusability 

into consideration, the good documentation is a key element for any reusable component. 

When the end user needs to utilize the reusable component and leverage the reusability 

feature of this component. There is no way to understand how to use it or how it behaves, 

but a well written document explains what is needed to use it. It is also important to ex-

plain the configurations of the reusable component. [10] 

There are some elementary requirements that must exist in any document to ease the use 

of the reusable component as a fundamental requirement [10]. Those are:  

 Explanation for the primary functionality. 

 Operation modes, and possible configurations. 

 Constraints and limitations. 

 Release notes. 

Having those documentation requirements, when the end user of the reusable components 

aims to use such component, there is a need to know what the component exactly does 

and what is the purpose of it. For example, in case it is a commercial IP, the fundamental 

functionality for it could be written in the glossary. Nevertheless, in case this IP would 

be used internally in the same corporation, this glossary could be replaced with a readme 

file. This readme file is widely used in any project, but the point here is to put useful 

explanations about the basic functionality of the IP. An example for a read me file could 

be found in an open source project as in [13][13]. [10] 

Furthermore, there should be clear usage steps (usage notes) about how to instantiate this 

component into the testbench and how to configure its parameters. Besides, there should 

be some details regarding any usage limitations so that the end user of the component 

does not get confused about how to leverage this reusable IP. [10] 

For the modes of operations and constraints point, the end user has the right to know this 

information to know how to control this block and what are the different combinations of 

the parameters that could be used. [10] 

Regarding the end user, it facilitates the use of this reusable IP into various oriented pur-

poses. The idea of having such a clear descriptive release note might not sound tempting 

to some people outside the industry. While, in fact, it is something that is quite important. 

That is because the release notes help the end user of the component to have a background 

about what are the newest modifications that are done to a particular release. [10] 

An expected problem in any project occurs when there is an issue in one release, then 

after checking the release note, the engineers figure out that there is a feature has not yet 



been added in this component. The main purpose of having the release notes is to explain 

the differences between each new release and the earlier ones and what are the reasons 

for creating this new release. [10] 

To sum up, not only by intuition, but also by practical issues. We easily can assure having 

a reliable reusable component if it has proper documentation done according to the early 

mentioned basic requirements. Additionally, it reduces the encumbrance from the reusa-

ble component developers to support the end users of those components. 

3.5 Cost of reuse. 

Verification as well as design reuse have various benefits, which have been discussed 

earlier in this chapter. However, there has to be a price to be paid in order to leverage the 

reusability inside a SoC project.  

First of all, building a reusable verification or design component require a significant 

effort in building it. However, this effort helps the engineer who uses the reusable com-

ponent during the time of the project. Second of all, there has to be an extra effort exerted 

in building the reusable designs and the verification environments. For instance, packag-

ing the environment, its configurations, and its interfaces. In those cases, the optimization 

in time and effort is only leveraged by the verification engineer who uses or integrates 

those verification environments. To sum up, the total cost is optimized when reuse is 

taken into consideration. [29] 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Introduction.  

This chapter discusses the implementation for a testbench in a SoC project, where verifi-

cation reuse is utilized. In this project, there is a subsystem that is composed of multiple 

IPs. This subsystem is verified through a testbench based on UVM. On the other side, 

each IP inside the subsystem has its own verification environment that is based on UVM 

as well. All of these TBs support bit-accurate comparison between fixed-point (FXP) 

vectors generated from a FXP model and DUT’s output (O/P) data. The FXP model does 

the same functionality as the DUT. Its role is to generate test vectors in the form of refer-

ence input files as well as output reference files. Additionally, it generates DUT configu-

ration files, which the TB utilizes to configure the DUT. These TBs include DUT config-

urations tasks such as: reading and writing static and dynamic configurations for the 

RTL’s control register blocks. The DUT configurations are generated by the FXP model 

in files, which are read and fed to the DUT through the TB as previously mentioned. 

Moreover, they are responsible for feeding the input (I/P) data to the DUT. An example 

for the architecture of an IP-level TB is shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1. General architecture for IP-level testbench (tut_ip). 

 

 



The main reuse work that is discussed in this chapter is reusing one IP-level verification 

environment into the subsystem-level verification environment. According to the confi-

dentiality of the project, subsystem will be called tut_subsystem, the used IP will be called 

tut_ip, and the SoC to be called tut_soc. This work could be applied on the other IPs of 

the subsystem. Moreover, tut_subsystem could be reused in the SoC-level verification 

environment. The details of the other mentioned reuse approaches will be discussed thor-

oughly in the future work section in the next chapter. 

4.2 Main phases of reuse.  

Reusing tut_ip verification environment could be simplified into few phases. 

1- Make tut_ip verification environment reusable. 

2- Make the necessary compilation for tut_ip environment through tut_subsystem 

TB. 

3- Integrate tut_ip verification environment’s code into tut_subsystem’s TB. 

4- Leverage tut_ip verification environment’s services in verifying tut_ip through 

tut_subsystem’s TB. 

First step is to alter the tut_ip’s TB in order to be ready for reuse, which will be discussed 

in detail in the next section. The second step consists of all the needed tasks to be done in 

order to compile the reusable environment’s code through tut_subsystem’s TB. During 

the third phase, the reusable environment should be integrated into the tut_subsystem’s 

TB and ready for use. That means that the programming of the tut_ip’s environment 

should be available in order to leverage the environment’s services to the maximum ex-

tend. Regarding the fourth phase, tests from subsystem level should be able to run through 

tut_ip’s environment. Moreover, performing tasks by the aid of the reusable environment 

should be supported. Those tasks could be coverage collection or assertions. 

4.3 Testbench evolution towards reusability. 

During this subchapter, the evolution of tut_ip’s TB towards reusability is illustrated. In 

order to enable efficient reuse for the IP-level TB, the structure of the IP-level TB needs 

to be defined. Additionally, similar structure to that TB at the target environment, where 

the IP-level TB is reused at, would facilitate the integration process. Similar structure for 

both testbenches will dramatically reduce the consumed time for different levels of inte-

gration, for example from IP to subsystem and from subsystem to SoC level, etc.  

4.3.1 Structure of tut_ip’s old TB. 

The old architecture of tut_ip TB is shown in Figure 4.1. This figure consists of 4 main 

components, which are DUT, TB, test suite and environment. The DUT consists of 

datapath and some register blocks attached to it. The register block holds different kinds 
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of registers with different functionalities, such as: configuration and status registers. The 

registers in the register block of the DUT are configured through the FXP configuration 

files shown in Figure 4.1. General architecture for IP-level testbench (tut_ip).. These con-

figuration files are generated from the FXP model. Each file contains information that 

concerns a dedicated register, or a set of registers. The input data for the DUT is coming 

through FXP reference files that are generated also by the FXP model. Regarding the 

output data from the DUT, it is compared in the TB to the reference data generated by 

FXP model. 

The environment is a UVM component, which is inherited from uvm_env [28] base class. 

It is a container class, which contains the monitors, the scoreboards and some other agents 

and connects them together. In the environment, those verification components are cre-

ated and constructed. A monitor inside the environment is responsible for sampling the 

DUT’s output data and passing the contained information to the evaluation component. 

The monitor is a passive element, which means that it does not drive any signal, but only 

to extract the signal’s information. Monitor is inherited from uvm_monitor base class 

[28]. The scoreboard is the evaluation component for the correctness of the functionality 

of the design. A scoreboard in the environment has two main inputs. The former is the 

reference data, which is read from the reference file. This reference file contains the ex-

pected values for the output of the DUT. The latter is the information that is delivered by 

the monitor, which contain the DUT’s output values. Then the comparison is done be-

tween the DUT’s output value and the reference expected value. Scoreboard is an inher-

ited class from uvm_scoreboard base class [28].  

The test suite in this project has the biggest role in the functionality of the testbench as 

shown in Figure 4.1. General architecture for IP-level testbench (tut_ip).. It contains the 

environment, the environment configurations, the drivers, the sequences and other TB 

tasks. The environment configurations class is the component, which configures the en-

vironment’s components such as the scoreboards and the monitors, for example it decides 

the widths of the scoreboards and the number of them. The width of the scoreboard means 

the width of the RTL signals that are being compared against the reference model values. 

Environment configurations class is only responsible for the TB’s configurations. The 

input sequence class in Figure 4.1 is extended from uvm_object base class [28]. This input 

sequence reads the reference input data from the FXP reference files and passes them to 

the driver. The driver is the verification component, which interacts with the DUT and 

drives the input interface of the DUT on the signal-level. Driver is inherited from 

uvm_driver base class [28]. The cfg sequence is a reading sequence, which is responsible 

for reading the register configurations from the FXP configuration files. There are two 

types of DUT configurations: static and dynamic configurations. The static RTL config-

urations are written at the beginning of the simulations once, while the dynamic RTL 

configurations are written depending on some delay values. Those configurations are 

written to the DUT’s registers through a driver component as shown in Figure 4.1. There 



are multiple kinds of drivers, one for each interface. There are different kinds of drivers, 

each one depends on the interface. Additionally, test cases are also run through the test 

suite by having different sequences (input and configuration). Each test case exercises 

particular functionality of the DUT.  

4.3.2 Testbench development  

The main target is to develop tut_ip’s verification environment in order to be integrated 

into tut_subsystem environment so that tut_subsystem’s environment can utilize tut_ip’s 

testbench services to the maximum extend. Moreover, to exert the least effort in the inte-

gration process, which means the integration would be few modifications to tut_subsys-

tem’s testbench. 

As explained in the structure of old tut_ip TB in 4.3.1, the test suite contains a lot of 

verification components, which means a lot of functionalities. The environment is totally 

depending on the test suite. Each test case needs different configurations, which implies 

different code to alter the verification components in the test suite such as the sequences, 

the drivers, and the environment configurations. 

In order to be able to reuse tut_ip’s TB, the first step is to restructure it. Having an orga-

nized structure, where every task has a place to be done from, is very important thing that 

facilitates the reusability of the TB. Additionally, the main functionality and the services 

that are supported by testbench need to be in the environment. Because the environment 

is the verification component that will be reused, since we do not want to reuse the whole 

testbench with its tests. That is because in tut_subsystem’s TB, there are different set of 

tests that need to be run through tut_ip. Therefore, a separation between the test suite and 

the environment need to be done. Separation means that the environment should be inde-

pendent of the test suite, while the test suite can always be dependent on the environment. 

For example, if the environment is independent of the test suite, it can then be reused in 

another TB, and support running test cases from that testbench’s test suite through the 

reused environment.  

 

Figure 4.2. High level view for the new TB architecture. 
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The new architecture of the testbench has 3 main components, which are the DUT, the 

test suite and the environment. The DUT was explained earlier in 4.3.1. The main changes 

done to the old testbench are in the environment and the test suite. Most of the testbench’s 

functionality is moved from the test suite to the environment. Moreover, some additional 

functionalities are added to the environment.  

The test suite is the platform, where tests are run from. The test suite now contains a base 

test class, this class is the base test for all of the test cases, each test case is inherited from 

it. This base test is inherited from uvm_test class, which is inherited from uvm_compo-

nent base class[28]. The base test is the class where the TB interface with the DUT, the 

environment and the environment configurations classes are instantiated and connected 

together. The base test has been changed to control the environment configurations class 

instead of having some configurations’ functionalities in it. Basically, the base test is re-

sponsible for setting the needed configuration bits for the new configurable environment. 

Additionally, it has functions to set the configuration bits for the instantiated configurable 

agents in the TB. It contains also some configuration bits that could be controlled from 

the test cases according to the need of each test. An example for configuring the environ-

ment is shown in the following implemented function in Figure 4.3. This example shows 

that the base test is only controlling the environment and decides which verification com-

ponents will it contain through some control bits. Earlier it used to have code for those 

verification components.  

 

Figure 4.3. An example for environment configurations setting function in tut_ip’s 

base test. 

Another module added to tut_ip’s testbench is the configurator class. This class is inher-

ited from uvm_component class. This class’s main functionality is to contain all the func-

tions that are responsible for reading and writing DUT configurations. It reads the FXP 

configuration files through reading sequences. It has different functions to write the 

DUT’s static and the dynamic configurations. Moreover, it has some functions to reor-

ganize the DUT’s static and dynamic configurations in order to write them to the DUT in 

the correct order. It has an instance of the environment configurations object, so that it 

utilizes some of its configuration variables or objects. This class’s importance will have 

a significant impact when tut_ip’s TB is reused in subsystem-level TB. This is because 

the subsystem-level TB will not need to care about those DUT configurations’ reading 

and writing functionalities. Moreover, the subsystem’s TB will not contain any of those 



reading sequences, since the configurator of the reused environment has already its own 

sequences.  

Environment configurations class is where all the environment’s needed configurations 

are done. The environment contains many agents such as scoreboards, VIPs and monitors. 

Those agents are being created and configured in the environment configurations class. 

Furthermore, this class contains all of the configuration bits and functions for the TB 

environment. Those configuration bits and functions would play an important role in re-

using the environment in two different approaches. For the first, when tut_ip’s testbench 

is used to verify tut_ip, then those configuration bits and functions are being set and used 

from the base test of the TB. For the latter, when tut_ip’s environment is being reused in 

tut_subsystem’s TB, then they are being set and used from tut_subsystem’s base test.  

 

Figure 4.4. New edition of tut_ip’s TB after the modifications. 
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Testbench environment is developed in a way that all the main verification components 

are wrapped inside it. It is considered as the core block of the TB. This is because the 

target is to reuse the TB environment of tut_ip. Testbench environment class’s main func-

tionality is to construct all the verification components that need to be utilized in the TB. 

Additionally, the objects construction is dependent on the configuration bits of the envi-

ronment configurations. Therefore, the structure of the TB is more organized and opti-

mized, since only the needed activated components are used depending on their corre-

sponding configuration bit. On the other hand, earlier the TB was not structured, and the 

configurability of the components were not high. Currently, most of the components are 

controlled through some configuration bits come from upper levels of hierarchy such as 

the base test of tut_ip’s TB or tut_subsystem’s TB.   

In Figure 4.4, the new developed version of tut_ip’s TB is shown. As seen from the figure 

that test suite and the environment could be easily separated from each other and the 

environment’s functionality is not dependent on the test suite. Accordingly, the target to 

reuse the environment as an independent component in a different TB is achieved. More-

over, some features are added to the new TB. For example, the scoreboards are developed 

to be reconfigurable. Their construction, their number, their width could be configured. 

The components that are modified or added to the new version of the TB are having a 

green shadow in the figure, so that it differentiates it from Figure 4.1.  

4.4 Reusable environment’s services. 

Tut_ip’s TB is developed so that it supports tut_subsystem’s TB with some services to 

decrease the verification effort from the subsystem-level. Services are the functional and 

structural features, which form the reusable part of the TB. The services, which tut_ip’s 

environment support are required by tut_subsystem’s verification strategy. Moreover, 

some services of any reusable IP-level environment could be supported as customized 

services for a particular IP. The services that are supported by tut_ip’s environment are 

in the following list. 

1- A makefile, which is responsible for compiling the reusable part of tut_ip’s TB. 

2- Support for passive scoreboarding, which means that the scoreboards will be ac-

tive and visible in the simulations of tut_subsystem, without having to give exter-

nal commands. 

3- Support for reading DUT’s static and dynamic configurations from FXP configu-

ration files. 

4- Support for writing DUT’s static and dynamic configurations to the configuration 

registers. 



5- Feature coverage collection and other selected types of coverage. 

The services supported by tut_ip’s TB are needed for tut_subsystem verification for some 

reasons. First of all, if tut_ip verification engineers want to add more code into the make-

file, then, tut_subsystem verification engineers don’t need to worry about it, as they are 

reusing it. Without the supported makefile, tut_subsystem verification engineers can com-

pile the reusable part themselves, and when there are any changes needed in the compi-

lation, they need to contact tut_ip engineers to ask them about those changes and there 

will be a loop of extra communication, which can be optimized by having the makefile 

support. Second of all, in points number 3 and 4, the DUT configuration files and the 

registers could be changed during the project. Therefore, tut_subsystem engineers will 

need to know about those changed and modify the corresponding functions for reading 

and writing the DUT configurations accordingly. On the other hand, if those services are 

already supported by tut_ip’s TB, then tut_subsystem engineers do not need to worry 

about the design changes. Services number 1, 3 and 4 are project specific points. Regard-

ing the other services, they are not only supported in this project, but also, they could be 

general services at any reusable verification environment. And those general services rea-

soning will be discussed in 5.2. 

4.5 Integration steps.  

According to this project, tut_subsystem testbench is developed using UVM. Therefore, 

reusable tut_ip testbench should be also implemented using the same version of UVM. 

Steps for integration after the TB is developed to be reusable should be straight forward. 

This is because the integration effort is decreased a lot. And this is one of the important 

outcomes of reusability. In this part of the chapter, the steps for integrating tut_ip’s envi-

ronment into tut_subsystem’s environment are explained with some code examples. 

1- tut_ip’s environment should be directly utilized in tut_subsystem’s verification 

environment through the version control system [48], which is used in the project.  

2-  Compile reusable modules and packages of tut_ip’s TB through through calling 

developed makefile. 

3- Environment configurations setting.  

a.  Package tut_ip_tb_env_pkg, which includes all the Systemverilog files of 

the environment, needs to be imported into tut_subsystem_tb_env_pkg. 

b. An object of tut_ip_cfg type needs to be constructed during build-phase 

and following parameters set as shown in Figure 4.5. 
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4- UVM Register Abstraction Layer (RAL) [20] configuration for tut_ip. In this 

case, we just assign the path of tut_ip’s RAL from tut_subsystem to the tut_ip’s 

RAL in tut_subsystem base test. This could have been assigned in tut_subsystem’s 

environment configurations, however, tut_subsystem will be integrated into 

tut_soc’s TB, so RAL comes from the SoC level down to subsystem and IP levels. 

5-  Environment instantiation.  

a. tut_ip_tb_environment is constructed in tut_subsystem_tb_env's build 

phase and its configuration is passed through UVM_CONFIG_DB [20] as 

the following example in Figure 4.6. 

 

6- Reading registers’ configurations. 

a. To read the configurations, path to the vectors needs first to be assigned in 

build phase, before reading tut_ip’s configurations. 

b. After that, call a read_tut_ip_configurations() function in the environ-

ment’s configurator-object. 

c. This function call is done inside the body of read_tut_ip_configurations() 

in tut_subsystem’s configurator. 

7- Writing registers’ configurations. 

a. tut_subsystem environment’s configurator object needs to be utilized to 

the maximum extent. It has a function write_static_configurations, which 

will write all the registers and memories that need to be initialized before 

dynamic operation. 

b. It is called inside write_static_configurations() function in tut_subsys-

tem_configurator. 

c. For the dynamic configurations, they are also done in the same way as the 

static ones.  

8- Scoreboarding. 

Figure 4.5. Sample code for setting the environment configurations. 

Figure 4.6. An example for constructing the reused environment inside another environ-

ment. 



a. It is possible to automatically select the scoreboards by setting configura-

tion variable inside tut_ip_env_cfg object from tut_subsystem test base. 

b. There are special cases to be considered while integrating tut_subsystem 

into tut_soc TB. Those will be discussed in the next section 4.6. 

4.6 Special considerations. 

Integration steps should be fluent if the integrated environment is reusable and having 

similar structure to the target environment. However, there are always some implemen-

tation details we come to know after doing the practical work. Some of the special con-

siderations are general and known by the experienced engineers. Other cases are project 

specific. Here, we are going to discuss all of the cases that need to be considered carefully 

while integration. 

1- In UVM build phase [20], objects are constructed top-down style, which means 

that objects in tut_subsystem’s environment are constructed before tut_ip’s envi-

ronment. Therefore, considerations must be taken regarding handles' assignments 

accordingly. Make sure that tut_subsystem objects are being constructed in build 

phase before tut_ip objects, since tut_subsystem is higher in the hierarchy. 

2- tut_subsystem’s configurator is the main configurator that is responsible for read-

ing and writing the configurations. Accordingly, any IP related operations have to 

be implemented inside tut_subsystem’s configurator. Hence, a handle from the 

tut_ip_environment have to be used from tut_subsystem’s configurator. Accord-

ingly, it needs to be initialized in tut_subsystem_tb_env in the build phase. 

3- In read_configurations function at tut_ip's testbench, all the configurations are 

read (static and dynamic). 

After integration was done, different test cases exercising different datapaths over 

tut_subsystem are run to make sure that nothing is broken after the integration. Addition-

ally, a regression was run in order to have confidence about the new integrated environ-

ment. 

A practical issue appeared only after running the regression test over the subsystem. This 

issue is project specific issue. A special test case was failing after the integration, that test 

uses two different test vectors in the same simulation sequentially. So, after debugging, it 

was figured out that the second vector configurations’ were not written, because the reg-

isters already contain data. The solution developed for this issue was to reset the registers 

just before reading the configurations of the second test vector. 
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5. REUSABILITY LEVERAGE FOR IDEAL SOC 

PROJECT FLOW 

In this chapter, the added value of reusing the IP-level TB into the subsystem-level TB is 

discussed. Additionally, it includes some interviews done with verification experts to get 

information and guidelines based on hands-on-experience. Finally, some improvement 

ideas are proposed for the future work.  

5.1 Analysis for the outcome of the reuse.  

5.2 Reasons for IP-level TB integration. 

During chapter 4, a practical example for applying reusability in a SoC project was illus-

trated. This work includes two phases. For the first phase, tut_ip’s TB was modified and 

developed into reusability. Regarding the second phase, tut_ip’s TB was integrated into 

tut_subsystem’s TB. Basically, subsystem-level TB can handle the services that are sup-

ported by the IP-level TB. However, it will need extra effort for the subsystem-level ver-

ification engineers to implement those services. Those services for the IPs are extra work 

for the subsystem, because subsystem verification should focus more on testing the whole 

subsystem’s customer requirements and the proper connectivity among its own IPs. Typ-

ically, when reuse is applied such as in this project, the subsystem-level TB asks some 

services from IP-level’s verification environment. Each service of those has a reason for 

it. 

During the project cycle, design changes many times and some features are being added 

to the design. Accordingly, the TB needs to be modified in correspondence to those design 

updates. The changes that could happen to the design, can include registers changes, 

which will reflect to the register tests in the TB. They can also include changes to the 

design interfaces, or memory addition, which will also need modifications to the TB. 

Usually, IP-level TB is being updated according to the design changes faster than subsys-

tem-level TB. That is because subsystem-level design verification lags some time, since 

it waits for its top-level integration, then its verification is started at this point. 

Most of the required services asked from reusable TBs are project specific and some are 

general for any reusable TB as mentioned in 4.4. The general services are usually bene-

ficial and needed for the target TB are as in the following list. 

1- Support for passive scoreboarding.  

2- Support for driving the interfaces. 

3- Coverage collection with all its types.  

4- DUT wrapper up-to-date to be bound. 

5- APIs for supporting design configurations with all of its types.  



6- Assertions.  

5.3 Integration results and analysis. 

After IP-level TB integration is done into subsystem-level TB, with the supported ser-

vices, time and effort will be optimized for subsystem-level verification engineers to 

modify the TB after each design change. Additionally, effort is generally optimized, since 

the TB changes need to be done only in IP-level TB instead of implementing them in two 

TBs. 

In order to get tut_ip’s environment integrated into tut_subsystem’s TB, only few lines 

of code were added, and few files were touched. In the project’s coding style, each file 

can contain only class. The total number of lines that are added to the TB during the 

integration phase are 64 lines of code, which means the amount of code is reduced with 

85%. Total effort for a verification engineer, who has experience in functional verification 

field, and has deep understanding for UVM verification environments would be around 

two working days. This effort is focused on adjusting the makefile and having a quick 

glance on the environment and adding the needed code in order to get IP-level environ-

ment integrated into subsystem-level’s TB. The files that have been modified are in the 

following list. 

1- Tut_subsystem_environment, which has the implementation for the environment 

class. 

2- Tut_subsystem_environment_configurations, which has the environment-specific 

needed configurations. 

3- Tut_subsystem_base_test, which has the base test class that works as a base class 

for the test cases and controls the environment. 

4- Tut_subsystem_environment_pkg, which has a list of all the files that the subsys-

tem verification environment has. 

5- Tut_subsystem_makefile, which is responsible for compiling the TB. 

In order to have the current services that are supported currently by the integrated reusable 

tut_ip’s environment, the subsystem-level verification engineers need to develop those 

services themselves to tut_subsystem’s TB. After the integration, the files and the pieces 

of code inside tut_subsystem’s TB that are related to tut_ip are totally removed.  

An analysis for the work that was done for running tests through tut_ip from tut_subsys-

tem’s TB without support from the IP-level environment. First of all, the makefile just 

had to include those tut_ip related files and that was the least amount of code that was 

served. On the other hand, tut_subsystem’s TB used to have extra files and APIs as in the 

following list. 
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1- Reading sequence class, for reading the dynamic and the static configuration from 

the FXP dump files. 

2- Having reading and writing APIs for the static and the dynamic configurations to the 

DUT’s configuration registers.  

3- Connecting monitors and scoreboards into tut_ip’s DUT in multiple places in the 

design, in order to have better visibility for the data flow for debugging purposes.  

4- Having APIs for connecting the input data dump files, which are generated by the 

FXP model into some points of the design for the scoreboards, which needs 

knowledge about the IP and having some communication time with the designers. 

5- Having drivers to drive the input stimuli data from the dump files into the DUT’s 

input.  

After careful studying to the amount of effort that was saved after integration, the amount 

of code that are removed from tut_subsystem’s TB after the integration are 534 lines of 

code. This amount of code wouldn’t have been written if reuse was utilized from the 

beginning of the project. 

The lines of code that were added during the building of tut_subsystem’s TB in order to 

support tut_ip verification is not the only thing that was optimized. During the project 

cycle, which lasts at least few months up to few years, some design features could be 

added at that time, in accordance, RTL changes are done. Therefore, TB will be updated 

according to the new features of the design. Moreover, extra communication between 

tut_subsystem’s verification engineers and tut_ip designers need to be done in order to 

develop the TB according to the new requirements.  



6. CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS AND FUTURE 

WORK 

6.1 Interviews procedures. 

Seven SoC verification experts, who work at Nokia were interviewed, as a part of support 

to this work, on a voluntary basis. The average experience for each interviewee is from 7 

to 20 years in the VLSI industry and at least 5 years of experience in SoC verification. 

Four of the interviewees are working as verification team leaders and the others are work-

ing as SoC verification specialists. Most of them started their career as ASIC designers 

and worked extensively in the whole ASIC flow, then they switched to functional verifi-

cation area, except two engineers started their career as a SoC verification engineers and 

they have from 7 to 15 years of experience.  

The interviews had similar structure. Each interview lasted for one hour. Each interview 

starts by asking the interviewee to introduce himself and to talk about his expertise in the 

field of SoC verification and how much he applied reusability in the projects he worked 

in. A set of prepared questions were being sent to the interviewees before the interviews, 

and discussions about the answers for those questions were being conducted during the 

interview time. And at the end of each interview, the interviewee was being asked to give 

extra recommendations that may not had been covered during the interviews. Interviews 

were recorded so that the interviewer can process each interview carefully after it was 

done and came up with some points as answer for each question.  

The information gathered during the interviews were helpful and they give inspiration 

about how things could be done better from reusability perspective. Unfortunately, those 

kinds of information are usually gained during years of experience and they cannot be 

easily found in books. Furthermore, not all the details about the answered questions can 

be published here at this work, since they contain some confidential information about 

internal projects at Nokia. However, the interviewer made sure to come up with general 

and non-confidential answer for each question from each interviewee. The main questions 

that are asked in each interview and their answers are in 6.2. 

6.2 Interviews’ questions and answers. 

1- What are some guidelines for ideal verification project flow in terms of reusabil-

ity? 

The hierarchical UVM testbench should be considered. The starting should be from IP-

level TB, subsystem-level, then SoC-level (top-level). All the experts said that the flow 

should always go in that order. Whenever the work is started in IP-level TB, it should go 

by bringing the requirements from subsystem-level TB. Because the requirements are 
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different for each IP. Because in IP-level, the main priority of the verification is to ran-

domize, to get all the corner cases covered, and to get 100% coverage. Complexity starts 

to increase (simulation time becomes roughly 10x), when shifting to the upper verifica-

tion layers (subsystem and SoC). In subsystem, it should be assumed that every IP is 

tested, and one just needs to cover some directed scenarios and ensure that everything is 

working together. Subsystem-level and top-level TBs should be able to disable the ran-

domization for the IPs and use some directed methods. One expert said: “They are two 

different worlds”. 

The interviewees also emphasized that when reuse for IP-level TB is done to subsystem-

level TB and subsystem-level is reused in top-level, there is no need for the upper levels 

to debug extra stuff. If the TB is built properly, where everything that is required from 

the TB exists in the environment and encapsulated in classes and methods, and the envi-

ronment is independent from the test suite, then the reuse should be straight forward for 

that environment. “The IP-level environments would be sub-environments from subsys-

tem environment and the subsystem-level environments would be sub-environments from 

the top-level environment.” One expert mentioned that the biggest mistake a verification 

engineer can do is to have lots of functionalities in the base test and not to have them 

structured and encapsulated inside classes and methods in the environment. The environ-

ment has to be built properly from the beginning, reuse would be much easier after that. 

If everything is agreed beforehand and the needed services are known, the integration 

should be straight forward. 

Experts agreed on that, the proper starting for the project plays significant role in the 

future of the project. They agreed that top-level has the authority to drive the lower veri-

fication environments, since top-level requires services from lower level verification en-

vironments, which somehow defines the structure of the lower levels TBs. That is because 

complexity grows exponentially in the upper levels of the hierarchy. If something is 

simply done in IP-level, it would be much harder in top-level. There has to be strong 

management decision in applying reusability from the first day of the project. Everything 

is recommended to be unified, such as: makefiles structures, environments structure. It 

wouldn’t hurt if every engineer asks one question before creating any component in the 

TB, will this component be used anywhere else? One expert said: “Leave the door opened 

for future opportunities of reuse”.  

Other technical details were gathered from the verification experts as well as the general 

guidelines. The following instructions are collection of recommendations from the ex-

perts to be considered in any SoC verification project. 

1- Maintaining version control hierarchy for easier usage. Means clear hierarchy for 

common stuff, IP environment, subsystem environments and top-level environ-

ments. 

2- Having a unified coding style. 



a. Use Systemverilog packages to gather stuff to their own “lockers”. 

b. No absolute register addresses anywhere. 

c. Clear API methods towards top environment. 

d. Separate local and public methods clearly. 

3- When dealing with register accesses, it is recommended to consider the following: 

a. Use RAL. 

b. Top path for RTL to be passed through method. 

c. Register model instance through method. 

d. Register accesses centralized to software model classes. 

4- UVM reusable environment compilation. 

a. Common makefile style for each reusable environment.  

b. Needed parameters can be overridden from top makefile 

5- Top-level TB reuse.  

a. Use Systemverilog interfaces and bind modules to reuse. 

b. Top-level DUT path to internal signals as parameter. 

6- Clear documentation for the TBs of the project. 

a. An existence for common guidelines for TB building into reusability in 

any organization.  

b. For TBs, at least a figure explaining the TB structure should exist. 

 

2- Is it always worth it to spend time on making the verification components reusa-

ble?  

All the verification experts agreed that it is really worth it to start from the beginning of 

the project by building the TBs properly, which make them easy to be reused. One expert 

mentioned a special story about a project he worked on and they didn’t have a TB for a 

relatively simple IP. That happened due to the lack of resources and time. Then, the sub-

system-level verification team decided that they will test this IP on the subsystem-level 

and it went quite well. However, he mentioned that this was just a special case, and this 

should not be generalized, because it is not always the proper way to go.  

3- What’s the best time to decide on applying reusability?  

Every interviewee agreed on that the best time to decide on reusing the TBs is at the 

beginning of the project. They said that one can just start at the beginning of the project 

to build things the proper way. Maybe one doesn’t need that much of reusable APIs at the 

beginning, but later, one will need to use it according to the needed services that come 

from the top-level. One expert said: “It really saves time and effort to do that at the be-

ginning of the project.”   

4- In IP-level TBs, is it important for the verification engineer to know about the 

subsystem, where this IP-level TB is reused? 

Most of the answers were that it would be needed to gather requirements from known 

subsystems and top-level before coding. On the other hand, if the TB is testing some 
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standard, then, one doesn’t need to go and ask around, all one needs is studying the stand-

ard. The essence of the IP is that it can be used in multiple places. For widely used VIPs, 

one builds the basic services that are needed in any project. Even in commercial VIPs, 

there is a feedback loop from the customers in order to add some services to the built 

VIPs. One of the interviewees said, “The VIP owner needs to understand that the VIP 

will be integrated in many different projects, so he needs to be ready for extra communi-

cation with different teams.” To sum up, it is always very important for the verification 

engineers, who are doing the TB to know about the surrounding environment.  

5- What are the needed skill-set for the verification engineer to be able to apply re-

usability?  

Some experts said that it comes with experience. It would be good to work in IP, subsys-

tem top-level to gain the understanding. As a junior, it is totally recommended to start 

SoC verification career in IP-level TB, then when one moves to another project, it would 

be better to get involved in subsystem-level verification team. One given advice from an 

interviewee who said: “It would be also a good practice, if one is working on IP-level TB, 

and then one gets involved in integrating it into subsystem, at this point one will join the 

subsystem’s team and be more aware with the subsystem’s TB, so one would get better 

understanding for the verification flow in different levels of the SoC.”.  

On the other hand, practically, sometimes it is quite difficult to move engineers from IP-

level TB development to subsystem-level, because it depends on the resources of the pro-

ject such as the headcounts, the money and the time. Here, the talking is from perspective 

of the learning. One expert said, “I myself have always been in top-level verification. If 

one starts verification career in top-level verification team, might feel overwhelmed.”  

All the experts mentioned that the awareness with Systemverilog language and UVM is 

absolutely needed. In order to be able to apply reusability, a strong knowledge in object-

oriented programming (OOP) is a must. Moreover, practicing and getting encountered to 

different UVM environments gets the verification engineer more confidence.  

One expert mentioned something interesting and out of the SoC flow scope, but from his 

point of view it really gives nice and efficient ideas in the area of reusability. He recom-

mended getting involved in the software community’s progress about reusability. He said 

that one can achieve that by reading blogs, watching seminars in international confer-

ences, reading scientific papers about reusability in software engineering. His perspective 

is that the software community is ahead more that the SoC community in optimizing the 

reusability of the project. He said, “Although the domain is totally different, UVM envi-

ronments are also written in software language.” Additionally, there are thousands of us-

ers who write about that in the blogs, while in SoC, most of the work done in this area is 

organization specific and confidential.  



One expert said that one needs to have management skills as well as to the technical skills. 

There are people sometimes asking many questions about one’s VIP, so one needs to be 

able manage that. One needs to have good communication skills, because communication 

with different people from different teams will always happen if one’s VIP is used in 

different projects.  

Some of the interviewees said that information sharing sessions in the organizations are 

beneficial for the SoC verification community. Some informal sessions are good idea to 

bring up some ideas about the verification techniques and how each team utilized the 

reusability. Even a couple of slides about any project and introduce it to everyone since 

no one has time for reading a whole verification plan document.  

6.3 Future work. 

First action point to be applied after having some research work and after interviewing 

some experts in the SoC verification field is to start any project by following a unified 

and agreed guidelines for TB building and for driving the reusability. On tut_subsystem, 

each IP-level TB in the future will be altered in order to be reused in it just like what was 

done in tut_ip’s TB.  

Something that needs to be considered as reusability or portability, is to go beyond the 

SoC-level verification. For prototyping on FPGAs, the UVM sequences, for example, 

cannot be reused, because they are not portable. Even for ASICs, pre-silicon verification 

is done on FPGAs before sending the design to be fabricated, and the APIs are not reused 

from UVM to C. An approach that can be successfully applied in all of the projects is to 

use C configuration functions instead of pure UVM functions. It would benefit the testing 

in many levels and would serve as a reference for software layer as well. Testbenches can 

be still using UVM, but the configuration functions could be written in C code.  
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7. CONCLUSION 

The target of this work was to study the importance of applying reusability in SoC veri-

fication projects. Moreover, it demonstrated how to leverage reusability as a tool in the 

SoC verification projects flow. 

In this work, a literature study about SoC flow was conducted with emphasis on SoC 

functional verification. Additionally, a research about the concept of reusability in general 

and its importance was conducted. Then, a case study as a part of a project was imple-

mented as a practical example for applying reuse in SoC verification projects. After that, 

an analysis for the implemented case study was done in order to show the importance of 

the work. At the end, interviews with SoC verification experts were done and docu-

mented. Those interviews were done in order to collect information for improving the 

reusability in the SoC projects. Those interviews gave additional insights for how the 

projects should be organized, since those recommendations were given out of years of 

experience in multiple SoC projects.  

During this work, some points were collected to be considered in order to leverage the 

reusability in SoC verification project flow as following. First of all, planning the project 

from the beginning and exerting time and effort on utilizing the reuse in the project, will 

pay-off during the project time line and the work will be more organized. Second of all, 

maintaining the hierarchical structure when applying reuse bottom-up style (from IP-level 

till top-level) is the proper way to apply reuse. Third of all, having a clear and a continuous 

communication between the engineers for each layer (IP, subsystem and top-level) is es-

sential for maintaining the success of the project. Fourth of all, having simple and reada-

ble documentation for TBs and IPs is a significant key when applying the reuse. Finally 

yet importantly, junior verification engineers need to have OOP skills in order to be able 

to utilize reusability. Besides, awareness with Systemverilog language and verification 

methodologies and -of course- experienced mentors for guidance through the project. 
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